Halton Children’s Trust Question Time Even
and Feedback
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Questions, Questions and more Questions

Schools/Pupils – Summary Feedback

was good to be invited, next time would like a greater focus on Post 16+ strategy/issues.
Students/Mary Murphy/Ben Barton/, Riverside College)

All enjoyed the event very much, extremely well organised and executed. Excellent idea to expose students
o forum for grown up debate. Good timings, coverage of issues and spread of schools involved.
Howard Mealey/Pupils, Wade Deacon)

xtremely worthwhile event, well organised and we felt very welcomed. Students thought the event was
mazing and learnt a lot new things about what life is like for young people in Halton, particularly those in
mainstream schools. They found that their views about life in Halton and concerns for the future were
ifferent to their own. (Clair Ball/Pupils, Chesnut Lodge)

Students thoroughly enjoyed the visit and were extremely proud of themselves for speaking in front of so
many people and asking their questions. (Kim Histon/Pupils, Cavendish)

Students enjoyed the event and said it was good to hear how things are developing behind the scenes
They really enjoyed being part of it, felt involved and liked knowing what’s being done about things that are
mportant to them. That hearing directly from professionals made them feel like things were being done
They enjoyed the meet and greet opportunity at the start of the event. (Pupils/Stacey Snagg, OBA)

arents/Carers (Board Members) – Summary Feedbac

I thought yesterday was brilliant, I hope they are a regular event, Peter and I found it very
informative. Thanks for letting me attend. Being the new kid on the block, I really enjoyed the
event. I learnt a lot of what is going on in Halton and where it is accessed.
(Lynne Hall, Halton SEND Carers Forum)

Board Members - Summary Feedback

ght the event was excellent and good to hear young people’s voices - we should do this more often.
se Roberts, Halton CCG)

ood event, well organised. (Eileen O’Meara, Public Health Halton)

ght it was a very good opportunity to hear the views of some young people in Halton. (Ann McIntyre, HBC)

wanted to say a huge thank you to everyone, events such as this energise me, they remind me of why I
do and I value the partnerships our teams have. These young people are our adults of tomorrow and we
ue to work alongside them to help them achieve whatever it is they aspire to. They should be very proud.
y Evans, NHS Bridgewater)

it; really enjoyed being a panel member. Thought the student questions were excellent. (Emlyn Wright, O

d it really enlightening, in terms of how engaged the young people were in the whole process and it was a
unity to meet with a fantastic representation of the young people in Halton.
n Whittick, NHS North West Boroughs - Halton CAMHS)

ll, I felt it a useful exercise and has the potential to be developed further into something whereby young p
ngage directly with decision makers. (Phil McClure, Halton Youth Cabinet)

ght the question time went really well. Questions were answered in detail.
ne Smallman, Halton Speak Out)

uture Plans

se feedback ideas and suggestions to:
Plan similar events for young people
Ensure 2-way conversation

Next Steps

eview Children’s Trust Arrangements

